WORLD-CLASS ADVENTURES

Contact Us Now
info@Outdoor-Adventures.com
+65 6238 8072
The Team Adventures!
Together Everyone Achieves More

Adventures Race

Type of programme: 🏃‍♂️ 🐤 💲

Exploration and teambuilding combined into one effective yet fun activity. Explore the unexplored areas and find hidden gems that you never knew existed within the clubhouse.

The Ultimate Word Search Adventure

Type of programme: 🏃‍♂️ 🐤 💲

Suitable for all ages, participants will have to go through various fun-filled challenges to complete the word search! Engage in mental and physical challenges while having fun exploring key themes!

Race Against Time

Type of programme: 🏃‍♂️ 🏠 💲

An indoor activity able to be done within the confines of the function room. Teams will have to go through as many stations as possible, within a stipulated amount of time, challenging their mental strength, decision making process and strategizing their moves.

Family Friendly 🏃‍♂️
Outdoor Only 🐤
Indoor / Outdoor 🏠
Indoor Only 🏠
Price Point 💲
The Team Adventures!
Together Everyone Achieves More

**MONOPOLY RACE**
An activity that brings the most popular board game in the world to life. Objective: to the richest team in terms of property value!

**BEAT THE CLOCK!**
A heart racing activity in which teams have to beat the clock and find clues to diffuse a “bomb”.

**BINGO CHALLENGE**
The mother of all classic activities, BINGO! By doing the various tasks on the bingo board, teams will race to be the first to complete 3 lines. Oh, they also get to shout BINGO!
The Archery Combat Challenge is the ideal activity for team bonding, social gatherings and birthday parties. It offers players a competitive but safe, combative experience, where teams will battle out in various adrenaline pumping and action-packed formats.

This highly innovative, team-focused sport akin to engaging in a real-life combat simulation game puts to test the team’s ability to co-ordinate, strategize and execute an effective game plan while staying "alive" to accomplish a given mission.

Bring out the Picasso in you by painting your best work of art according to the given theme. Then use your creative juices to connect all the pictures into a story.
Extensive range of beach adventure activities suitable for all ages and interests.

Bubble Soccer Ball is a great soccer activity for anyone who is competitive or simply enjoys a bumping good time! This programme ensures a fun-filled team bonding experience with guaranteed laughters.

Grains of sand or Fortresses of Ideas! Behind every piece of creation, you get to see the child in all of us. A winning building requires the combined efforts and perseverance of each and every team member!
Embrace the Chinese heritage by being your own dragon dance troupe. Teams will split up their roles and responsibilities to customise their own dragon head, body, tune and dance. Lastly, put it altogether and see the dragon dance come to life.

Arguably the best airport in the world, Singapore’s Changi Airport is a national icon. Explore this national wonder as the team goes around solving clues, taking wefies and doing various other fun-filled challenges!
The TEAM CHALLENGE HOURGLASS (TCH) is a 24 meter high challenge tower that comprises of a series of 24 different challenges. TCH is designed as a team based experience (individual ascent is also possible), where groups of 5 to 6 participants are connected together and work as a team to ascend the tower.

**High Elements**

For participants to strengthen their faith and trust, teams will be required to scale obstacles which are 10 meters above the ground level. These activities will place participants in a “high stress” situation, thus bringing about increased perceived risk. At such, participants will learn to share and overcome their fear together as one.

*Available at our Sembawang Campsite only*
We cater to your every need by providing the best Sea Sport experiences in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and China.

Experience the thrill of sailing! A must for sailing enthusiasts and perfect for anyone looking for a fun and adventure. Or just to experience an adventurous sunset sail.

Race The Dragon is a fantastic water-sport that requires teamwork and coordination! It is easy to grasp and require no prior experience or skill, making it perfect for beginners.
We cater to your every need by providing the best Sea Sport experiences in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and China.

Kayaking is more than a recreational activity. Top it up with Adventure Learning elements, you get the brilliant mishmash that we call Kayak Adventure.

Challenge the team’s will and commitment as they paddle across unchartered waters on their SELF-MADE RAFTS to the finishing line.
Our programmes focus on the following 6 Characteristics that contribute to strong family relationships where families are required to work together to take on and conquer challenges together: Appreciation & Affection, Commitment, Positive Communication, Enjoyable Time Together, Successful Management of Stress & Crisis, Spiritual Well Being.

"A family that has fun together sticks together." Family Bonding Day is a day for families to come together to strengthen their relationships with activities that can be enjoyed as one. Families can participate in the wide range of activities from outdoor activities, indoor activities or even a chill out movie night at the lawn. Family Bonding Day can be customized to meet the needs of everyone.
P.E.T Bottle Terrarium

DIY terrariums are gaining popularity and it is the perfect activity to conduct for families as they are not only visually pleasing but also low maintenance and the perfect way to green up indoor spaces. Through this workshop, we will bring two worlds together, house plants and recycling! We've taken the classic enclosed terrarium and "greened it up" even more by reusing empty used water bottles for the container! Participants will not only learn about upcycling but also bring home their very own terrariums!

Scale The Cliff

Climb a 13m high wall in this rock climbing program. Everyone aged 6 years and above can get in to the action. Different types of challenges await everyone. Trust as a family will also be enhanced as you learn how to belay your family members up as they Scale The Cliff.